Wake fields effects in addition to space charge forces may have an important impact during the emittance compensation process in a high brightness photo-injector. To study this effect we developed an upgraded version of the Homdyn code including off axis beam dynamics and wake fields.
Homdyn describes a bunch as a uniformly charged cylinder, divided in cylindrical slices; in the upgraded version each slice's centroid can be transversally displaced from the nominal axis thus inducing wake fields. When the bunch is short as compared to the beam pipe radius, wake fields for a single cavity are calculated using methods of diffraction theory; instead we use, for a periodic collection of cavities, an asymptotic wake field obtained numerically at SLAC and then fitted to a simple function.
As a first application we studied and verified a correction scheme for the SPARC photoinjector to control the bunch trajectory and angle at the entrance of the undulator. The correction scheme consists of a number of steering magnets and beam position monitors placed along the photo-injector. Two different steering approaches are analyzed and the emittance degradation is studied. The code demonstrates the steering positions and number do correct the bunch's orbit and angle and gives good results concerning the emittance degradation.
The emittance and energy spread degradation due to wake fields in the emittance meter experiment is also discussed.
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Introduction
Good performances of a free electron laser depend on the quality of the beam at the entrance of the undulator. To achieve short radiation wavelength and short gain length we need a high brightness beam that is a high current and a low emittance beam.
During the propagation of a beam trough a photo-injector, the beam may experience emittance growth. Emittance degradation is due to space charge and RF fields non linearties and longitudinal correlation along the bunch induced by transverse space charge, transverse RF fields and transverse wake fields. Figure 1 represents the bunch in the phase space when the longitudinal correlation is induced along the bunch. The bunch has been divided into slices; each one is subject to a different transverse force, due to the space charge field, the RF field and the wake field, so each slice fills a different oriented area in the phase space assuming as a whole a fan shape. The consequence is that even if the emittance of each slice is preserved (if only linear forces are acting), the emittance over the whole bunch is not preserved. 
The Homdyn Model
Because wake fields may have an important impact during the space charge emittance compensation process [1] , the Homdyn code has been developed to include off axis beam dynamics.
The Homdyn code [2] is a fast semi-analytical code whose main approximation consists in supposing the bunch as a uniformly charged cylinder. The cylinder is divided in slices whose evolution is described by differential equations for the envelopes and the centroids [3] .
When the bunch is traveling on the axis each slice can evolve as in Figure  2a , that is after a time At each slice's radius and length can change under the space charge, the RF force, the solenoid force and eventually the length of the bunch can change also under the longitudinal wake field force. Anyway the slice's centroid can't be displaced from the axis and the bunch has to travel along the main axis.
The improvement is depicted in Figure 2b [4]: after a time At each slice's radius and length can change and moreover the slice's centroid can be displaced from the nominal axis. The envelope equations for each slice of a bunch are: Let's consider a point charge Q (the leading charge) and a test charge q (the trailing charge) situated behind Q. If the charges are moving in an enclosed space and the conducting wall has a non zero resistivity or the devices have wall discontinuities, the electromagnetic field generated by the leading charge is scattered by the wall thus affecting the trailing charge [5] . These electromagnetic fields are called wake fields since, from causality, the leading charge cannot affect itself nor any charge in front of it but only charges lying behind it.
At
As a consequence an accelerator device whose shape is not uniform induces longitudinal wake fields and when the devices are misaligned respect to a nominal axis or the bunch is traveling off axis it induces transverse wake fields. j r a n s v e r s e wa j^e g e y s CDn tribute to emittance degradation.
We distinguish the case the bunch travels along a single cavity and a periodic collection of cavities.
Single cavity
When the bunch's length a is much smaller than the beam pipe radius a, <7<<a, methods of diffraction theory [6] are used to calculate the impedance at high frequencies, co»c/a, where c is the speed of light. The model suppose each structure as a pill box cavity, whose geometric dimensions are: a the beam pipe radius, b the cavity radius and g its length. When a bunch reaches the edge of the cavity, the electromagnetic field is just the one that would occur when a plane wave passes trough a hole; with this hypothesis it is possible to use the classical diffraction theory of optics to calculate the fields.
According to it, the longitudinal and transverse wake potential are respectively [7] :
where Z^ is the characteristic impedance and s the longitudinal coordinate inside the bunch, being s=0 the bunch's head. Eq. (6) are the fields produced by a point charge on a test charge at a distance s: they represent Green functions. One can calculate the longitudinal and transverse wake potential of an arbitrary distribution by making the convolution of the bunch distribution with the Green functions.
For a uniformly charged cylinder, as the one considered in Homdyn, we can obtain the wake potential and finally the wake fields to be inserted in Eq. (2) and Eq. (5) [8]:
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where q is the bunch's charge, L its length and x is the bunch's head displacement from the nominal axis, having supposed the other slices' displacement do not differ much from the head.
It's worth noting that both the longitudinal and transverse wakes do not depend on the cavity radius b. Infact part of the diffracted field, generated when the leading edge of the bunch enters the cavity, will propagate in the cavity; if the bunch's rms length a is shorter than the cavity radius b, then the geometrical condition g<(b-a) 2 /2a is verified and the scattered field coming from the upper wall of the cavity will never reach the tail of the bunch itself: this is called cavity regime.
Periodic structures
For a collection of cavities, Eq. (6) can't be used anymore because the wake fields, along the cavities, do not sum in phase and the result would be an overestimation of the effects. An asymptotic wake field, for a periodic collection of cavities of period p, obtained numerically at SLAC [9] and then fitted to a simple function is used instead. Such wake field is thus valid after a certain number of cavities given by [10] :
The Green functions are:
where:
^=0.41 Following the same procedure of a single cavity one can obtain [11] the longitudinal and transverse wake potential from the Green functions and thus the wake fields for a uniform charge distribution:
Eq. (11) can be inserted in Eq. (2) and Eq. (5) . In this case the displacement x is, as for the single cavity, the offset of the first slice.
Anyway to obtain a better evaluation of the beam dynamics due to wake fields, the fields to be inserted in Eq. (2) and Eq. (5) can be obtained as the superposition of the wake fields generated by the single slices with x the single's slice offset. The wake fields generated outside a bunch, that is when s>L, are:
As illustrated in Figure 3 each slice generates a longitudinal and a transverse wake field. The fields inside the slices (Eq. (11)) and outside the slices(Eq. (12)) sum up to give the whole field, the displacement x depending on the single slices offset. Thus the convoluted fields to be inserted in Eq. (2) and Eq. (5) 
where N* is the considered slice number. Figure 3 . Longitudinal (left hand side) and transverse (right hand side) wake field generated by single slices.
Energy spread and offset due to wake fields
The energy spread and the offset computed by Homdyn when wake fields are switched on have been compared with the energy spread and the offset calculated analytically for a single cavity and a periodic structure. The comparison is good thus the simple expressions obtained give the possibility to evaluate quickly the energy spread and the offset. The energy spread is defined in Homdyn as:
In the case the space charge and the RF fields are switched off in the code, the energy spread is only due to the longitudinal wake field thus:
where e is the electron charge, E 0 is the average energy, E w^( s) is the longitudinal wake field per unit length of the path of a single cavity (Eq. (7) Table 2 , as for a single cavity, gives the energy spread and the offset for a periodic structure of the SLAC type, versus the average energy of the bunch as computed by Homdyn and by the analytical calculation.
Finally we evaluate the approximation made in Homdyn to calculate the effects of the transverse wake fields when we only consider the offset of the first slice compared to the case, described in the preceding section, when every slice offset is considered in Homdyn and the fields, both longitudinal and transverse, are obtained as a superposition of the fields generated by the single slices. This gives an estimation of the mistake made in the analytical calculation considering only the first slice's offset. Thus Table 3 compares the energy spread and the offset when Homdyn is used in the convolution configuration or not. The table demonstrates there is a little difference for the energy spread case whilst the difference increases for the offset case.
Emittance c om p U tation
The total rms normalized emittance is calculated in the code following the normalized rms emittance definition [12] :
Such calculation is made following the code's approach which supposes the bunch divided in cylindrical slices. Let's take S slices each containing M particles thus the whole bunch contains N=M-S particles. The media of Eq. (24) can be expanded in the following way: where we omitted the symbol s for the slice and p^py^x/dz is the transverse momentum.
If the slices do not lie on the same axis then the emittance is not simply given by the envelope emittance but it is given by the quadratic sum of the envelope emittance and two more terms, the 'centroids' emittance Each slice's envelope and each slice's centroid can be represented in the phase space x, p x and the spread of their distributions around their media represent the envelope emittance and the centroid emittance. Let's suppose the bunch has a zero envelope emittance that is the slice's envelopes lie on a straight line as in Figure 4a and the centroid emittance is zero as well, being for example p xc =0: this is represented in Figure 4b . Nonetheless the cross emittance, thus the total emittance represented in Figure 5 , can be different from zero, being from Eq. The emittance complete expression of an off axis bunch has been inserted in the Homdyn code and it has been tested using the Parmela code [4] .
Emittance Degradation Study in the SPARC Photo-injector
The SPARC project consists of a high brightness photo-injector for advanced accelerator experiments including a free electron laser. The whole device can be divided into two parts: the undulator devoted to the production of the radiation and the photo-injector whose aim is the production of a high quality electron beam to fulfill FEL requirements. Thus the Homdyn code, with its improvements on off axis beam dynamics has been used to study the bunch quality along the photo-injector until the entrance of the undulator.
The photo-injector consists of an electron source and accelerator sections. The electron source for SPARC is a 1.6 cell RF gun operating at 2.856 GHz with a high peak field of 120 MV/m. The RF gun includes a metallic photocathode which is illuminated by a temporally flat, pico-second laser source. The system generates a 5.6 MeV electron beam which is accelerated to 155 MeV by three traveling wave sections of the SLAC type.
The emittance meter experiment; emittance and energy spread degradation
As a first application, we studied the emittance and energy spread degradation in the emittance meter experiment: a very accurate measure of the emittance evolution downstream the RF gun is required to evaluate if the compensation process is fulfilled.
The emittance meter is a movable device [13] whose aim is the emittance's measure in different positions along the nominal axis; it can be moved thank to a bellow structure, whose triangular shape, generates wake fields. Supposing the bellows as pill box cavities, Homdyn allows the analysis of the energy spread due to longitudinal wake fields introduced by the devices and emittance degradation due to transverse wake fields when the emittance-meter is off axis or the bunch is travellling off axis.
For an emittance-meter 1.5m long, the obtained energy spread is shown in Figure 6 . Emittance Degradation due to Wake Fields 4229
Misalignment correction scheme study in the SPARC photo-injector
As for the emittance-meter, a bunch can travel off axis for different reasons: for example a laser pointing instability can directly generate the bunch off axis or the structures can be misaligned. In this case RF fields transverse components, space charge effects and transverse wake fields can further push the bunch off axis and increase the emittance. Thus the bunch has to be driven to the nominal trajectory with the help of steering magnets and beam position monitors (BPMs), placed along the accelerator structures.
To calculate the right angle in the vertical and horizontal plane that correct the trajectory, we use a transfer matrix between two points, for example the steering and the following BPMs or two adjacent steerings [3] 
The second step determines the horizontal and vertical angle of the sterring, being known the matrix element and the position wished on the following steer or BPM:
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(35)
It's worth noting such matrix determines the horizontal and vertical angle for one steering. The general case of more than one steering is solved using the superposition principle thus adding the contribution of each steering coming before the ending point.
The above treatment includes the case the horizontal and vertical plane are coupled, as in a solenoid magnetic field. Figure 8 is a scheme of the steering magnets and the beam position monitors along the SPARC photo-injector: a steering is positioned just outside the gun, two in each traveling wave structure; one more at the end of the linac, after the focusing quadrupoles and finally the last one just before the undulator. Outside the linac, beam position monitors are placed after every steering whilst they are placed after every two steerings inside the linac structure. As a preliminary study of the emittance degradation, we analyze a case in which the bunch's centroid is driven further and further away from the nominal axis as shown in Figure 9 . The bunch is generated on axis whilst the traveling waves can be transversally displaced with respect the nominal axis; besides, the thirteen coils Emittance Degradation due to Wake Fields 4231 forming the solenoid of the first traveling wave can be independently displaced as well: a study of different misaligned combinations of the solenoid coils shows the worst configuration as concern the offset induced on the bunch. The configuration is summarized in Table 4 .
To calculate the right angle in the vertical and horizontal plane that corrects the trajectory, the transfer matrix between two points has been used [4] .
We first correct the misaligned configuration to drive the centroid trajectory back to the nominal axis. We use the Homdyn code as if we were simulating a virtual experiment; this means we try to align the bunch on the BPMs after each steering and we read the centroid position in the BPMs. Therefore only one steering before each BPMs is used. The centroid position is successfully driven back to the nominal axis, anyway Table 5 shows an emittance which is not perfectly compensated. The reason is that even if the centroids travels back to the nominal axis, the traveling wave structures are misaligned thus the transverse wake fields exist and cause an emittance's growth that should be minimized. Thus the technique used is the beam based alignment: it consists in forcing the bunch to undergo bumps and pass along the traveling wave axis as shown in Figure 10 . Such technique uses all the steerings placed inside the linac instead of 4232 M. Ferrario et al. one per linac as in the previous case. We use again a transfer matrix to determine the steering angles.
Plots in Figure 11 represent the centroid trajectory with and without steerings and demonstrate that the centroid travels on the axis of each traveling wave structure as in Figure 10 . Finally Table 6 demonstrates the emittance obtained is perfectly compensated. 
Conclusions
The Homdyn model has been described together with its improvements: off axis beam dynamics has been included in the code allowing the study of wake fields. Infact wake fields, besides space charge and RF fields, may have an important impact in the emittance compensation process. The analytical formula used for the wake fields has been described: wake fields for a single cavity, in the diffraction model limit, and wake fields for a periodic structure, for the SLAC type cavity, can be considered in the Homdyn computation.
Comparisons between Homdyn and analytical calculations, concerning the energy spread and the offset induced by wake fields, has been also discussed together with the description of the emittance, calculated using its statistical definition. The code has been applied to the emittance-meter of the SPARC project to evaluate the energy spread and the emittance degradation induced by the bellow structure. Finally Homdyn allowed the study and the project of the steering magnets positions; the choice proposed is an example of emittance compensation process strongly influenced by wake fields.
